Contents
Unit

Reading

Vocabulary

Grammar

(topic vocab)

1 S
 caling the
Heights

multiple-matching, dealing with
multiple matches

success, phrasal verbs, prepositions,
collocations & expressions

review of present and past tenses,
used to & would

multiple-choice questions,
choosing the correct option

social media, word formation,
choosing the right part of speech,
phrasal verbs, prepositions, idioms

future forms, future in the past,
time expressions

demonstrative, reflexive, indefinite
& reciprocal pronouns, adverbs &
adverb phrases, adverb forms

p 5–16

2 L
 ike Comment
Share

p 17–28

REVIEW 1: Vocabulary & Grammar

p 29–30

3 J
 ust for the
Health of it

missing paragraphs, looking for
connections

health & medicine, word formation,
phrasal verbs, collocations &
expressions

4 L
 ights, Camera,
Action!

multiple-choice questions,
identifying the purpose of a text

gerunds & infinitives, discourse
film & theatre, multiple-choice
questions, choosing the correct word, markers
word formation, compound nouns,
prepositions

p 31–42

p 43–54

REVIEW 2: Vocabulary & Grammar

5 E
 at Up!

p 55–56

multiple texts, understanding the
p 57–68 contexts in multiple texts

6 L
 iving Planet

missing paragraphs,
p 69–80 understanding the text structure

REVIEW 3: Vocabulary & Grammar

7 E
 ureka!

8 M
 oney Mad

multiple-choice questions,
p 95–106 understanding opinion & attitude

9 A
 ll That

10 M
 odern Living

multiple-choice questions, finding
p 121–132 your own method

11 S
 ports

technology & inventions, compound
nouns, idioms

conditionals, other conditionals,
unreal past, inversion

money, phrasal verbs, collocation &
expressions, word formation

relative clauses, participle clauses,
cleft sentences

music & art, compound nouns,
prepositions, collocations &
expressions

comparison of adjectives & adverbs,
other ways of comparing, qualifiers,
too & enough, so, such

work & lifestyle, word formation,
phrasal verbs, collocation &
expressions

passive voice, reporting with passive
verbs, seem & appear, passive
causative

p 133–134

Crazy! multiple-choice questions, dealing sport, phrasal verbs, prepositions,
collocations & expressions
p 135–146 with different text types

12 F
 ast Forward

missing paragraphs, checking for
p 147–158 coherence & cohesion

REVIEW 6: Vocabulary & Grammar

Grammar Reference:
Irregular Verbs:
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modal verbs, perfect modal verbs
environment & weather, word
formation, phrasal verbs, prepositions,
gapped text, dealing with gapped
texts

p 107–108

multiple-matching, understanding
Jazz!
p 109–120 the overall message

REVIEW 5: Vocabulary & Grammar

p 161–172
p 173–174

transitive & intransitive phrasal
verbs, separable & Inseparable
phrasal verbs, same-way question
tags, question tags for polite
requests, reinforcement tags

p 81–82

multiple-matching, looking for
p 83–94 specific information

REVIEW 4: Vocabulary & Grammar

food, phrasal verbs, collocations &
expressions, word formation

space, science, technological
advances & the future, word
formations, prepositions, sentence
transformation

reported speech, reporting verbs,
reported questions

clauses of reason, clauses of purpose
& result, clauses of contrast, neither
… nor either … or

p 159–160

Writing Reference:
Speaking References:

p 175–184
p 185–186
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Listening

Speaking

Writing

Video

multiple-choice questions, listening to
short extracts

talking about achievements, comparing
photographs, understanding instructions,
dealing with all parts of the question,
challenges & overcoming obstacles

reference, understanding the purpose
of a reference, writing a formal letter,
opening, introduction, supporting
your opinion, discussing attributes,
recommending, ending

Extreme
skydiving

sentence completion, preparing to
listen

decision-making, talking about social
networking sites, preparing to speak,
presenting opinions & reaching a
decision

essay (1), planning & structuring an
essay, preparing an essay, introducing &
countering an argument

Orangutan
Language

multiple-choice questions, dealing
with scientific information

talking about health, comparing
photographs, using relevant words &
expressions, topic vocabulary

information sheet, writing a good
information sheet, giving information
clearly

Paraguay
Shaman

multiple-matching, dealing with two
tasks simultaneously

talking about film genres & cinema,
decision-making, presenting an
argument, presenting your options &
handing over to your partner

review, understanding the purpose of
a review, structuring a review, liking,
disliking & recommending

Skin mask

multiple-choice questions, identifying
distractors

talking about food & eating, followup questions, answering follow-up
questions, adding ideas, contrasting,
involving your partner

proposal, understanding the purpose of
a proposal, creating a proposal, stating
purpose, introducing talking about
positives & negatives, recommending

The Smelliest
Fruit

multiple-choice questions, identifying
opinion & attitude

natural disasters, comparing
photographs, starting and finishing,
selecting photos

contribution, using the appropriate
register, planning a contribution,
engaging the reader, describing
a problem, explaining effects,
recommending a course
of action

Holland Water

sentence completion, making notes

decision-making, giving opinions with
reasons & examples, justifying choices

nomination, nominating someone
for achievement, writing an effective
nomination, talking about reputations,
influence & achievements

Lighting the Dark

multiple-choice questions , dealing
with specific questions

money, shopping & poverty, comparing
photos, answering follow-up questions,
linking ideas

article (1), making an article interesting,
using appropriate language, engaging
the reader, expressing positives &
negatives, giving your opinion

Art of the Deal

multiple-choice questions, listening
again

talking about art & artists,
decision-making, speculating, evaluating
& negotiating, evaluating

report, recognising the purpose of a
report, structuring a report, introducing
positives & negatives, making
recommendations

Eye Trick Town

multiple-matching, focusing on
attitude & opinion

talking about skills, qualities &
qualifications, decision-making, assessing
strengths & weaknesses, comparing
options

article (2), understanding the aim of an
article, composing an article, comparing
& contrasting, providing information,
offering advice, describing places

Zoo Dentists

multiple-choice questions, focusing on talking about sport, discussing questions, informal letter, following letter writing
conventions, responding appropriately,
adverbs & time expressions
opening questions, developing answers
acknowledging a letter, using suitable
to personal questions
openings & endings, giving opinions &
advice, recommending
sentence completion, spelling &
numbers

talking about life in the future, follow-up
questions, interacting with your partner,
supporting opinions with examples,
talking about the future

Collocations & Expressions:
Prepositions:
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p 187

Phrasal Verbs:

essay (2), using formal expressions in
moderation, writing an effective essay,
introducing talking about the future,
predicting

Flying Pumpkins

Space Walk

p 189

p 188
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